| Sec 2A & B: | Right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, and belief as it applies to choice of medical procedure. |
| Sec 7: | Right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice. Protects your rights against forced medical treatment. |
| Sec 8: | Right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure (testing). |
| Sec 9: | Right not to be arbitrarily detained or imprisoned. |
| Sec 15: | Equality under the law, equal protection, equal benefit without discrimination. |
| Sec 26: | Protects against diminishing pre-existing constitutional rights that existed before the Charter was enacted. |

### Canadian Constitutional Protections

| Sec 8: | Right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure (testing). |
| Sec 9: | Right not to be arbitrarily detained or imprisoned. |
| Sec 15: | Equality under the law, equal protection, equal benefit without discrimination. |
| Sec 26: | Protects against diminishing pre-existing constitutional rights that existed before the Charter was enacted. |

These rights are recognized as pre-existing, unwritten constitutional rights. They are not subject to Charter Section 1 (reasonable limits) nor Section 33 (not withstanding clause).

Watch informative videos on protecting your rights and freedoms with lawyer, Rocco Galati, founder of the Constitutional Rights Centre [www.choice.tinyc.co/FindOutRights](http://www.choice.tinyc.co/FindOutRights)